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Future travel and associated Challenges
• It is predicted that passengers will double in 20 years, which means 

long lines leading to congestion, causing travel to become 
stressful experience not mention the impact on security 
effectiveness.

• These challenges are continuously addressed, and best way found to 
deal with these issues is to invest and acquire latest technologies. 
which on top of resolving the above challenges will contribute to 
cutting down operating costs, and healthier environment . where 
industry hope to reach its optimum goal and that to have 
passenger self operation from booking to boarding the flight, through 
one ID and smart security approach.
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Evolving Technologies And associated Risks
GOOD NEWS:

• There are many available new technology that have greatly 
contributed to resolve these challenges facing travel industry, like; CT, 
Biometric Technology ,ASL, MOBILE APPs , AIT....

BAD NEWS:

• Unfortunately like any other technology that rely on digital and data 
communication, there will always be the risk of attacking Aviation 
industry using these technology vulnerabilities.
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Why is Cyber Security important to
the Aviation Industry?

As mentioned on previous slides the global aviation system’s safety and security are 
vulnerable to attacks on its information and data systems. Nowadays hackers, 
cybercriminals, “hacktivists” and terrorists are focused on malicious intent, theft of 
information, profit and disruption.

As one of the most complex and integrated systems of information and communications 
technology (ITC) in the world, the global aviation system is a potential target for a big cyber-
attack or an attack on its elements. Possible impacts of a cyber-attack range from 
endangering the Safety / Security of an Aircraft / Airport to affecting operational reliability, 
financial health, and business continuity.

With the modern and fast integration of new technologies, the aviation industry is becoming 
more and more interconnected and dependent on systems. As technologies speedily evolve 
however, the threats can do too. Without the appropriate cybersecurity measures to 
address this growing threat, civil aviation will be at risk.
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WHAT IS CYBERSECURITY?

• Definition may differ but It is about protecting data, 
hardware, and programs from being accessed, tampered or 
destroyed By digital threats and being able to recover it after 
attack.
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ORIGINS OF Cybersecurity 
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• In the early 1970s, the first ever computer virus was created, let 

loose, and detected on ARPANET, the Advanced Research 

Projects Agency Network that existed before the internet. 

• The name of this virus was “Creeper”, and all it did was replicate 

itself into multiple computers, “infecting them”, then displaying 

a message on the computer screen saying, “I’m the creeper, 

catch me if you can!”

• The agency’s solution for defeating the virus was a program 

labeled “Reaper”, which was the first antivirus ever created, and 

it was aimed to remove the Creeper virus from the network. 

• Overtime, viruses have evolved to be more complex and 

dangerous, therefore antivirus programs had to advance to 

such an extent that eventually led to the development of 

cyber security divisions for related protection procedure

• An important step that is considered the foundation of Cyber 

Security, is the creation of the 44th U.S. Code § 3542, defining 

Information Security as the means of protecting information 

and information systems from unauthorized access, use, 

disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction. In return, 

Information security would provide integrity, confidentiality, 

and availability



State experience
Derived from role of Authority to regulate and oversight , we at DGCA 
with regards to Cybersecurity adopted the concept of ,

▪ Regulate , to ensure our regulation coincide with international 
requirements and have a clear strategy supported by necessary 
guidance and materials to assist stake holders to execute their duties.

▪ Oversight, to carry out an affective oversight on service providers in 
accordance with requirements .

▪ Cooperation, through communication and collaboration 
with national, regional and international partners.
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Cooperation 
For optimum result it was decided at DGCA ; that best way to handle Cyber security is 
to work with Stakeholders through transparent communication channels to exchange 
experiences, Information and ideas, This was accomplished by :
▪ Establishing Cybersecurity committee where it's members from all stakeholders at 

Airport, to discuss all matters relating to Cybersecurity to minimize time of decision 
making and proper flow of information.

▪ Circulating a Questioner to all stakeholders to identify challenges and deficiencies  
that exists and use this data as a tool to decide next course of action and efficient use 
of recourses .
later with continuous assessment carried out by dedicated authority , to ensure that     
measures are developed in order to protect critical information and communications 
technology systems used for civil aviation purposes from interference that may 
jeopardize the safety of air travel.
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Questioner 
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Questioner 
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Questioner 
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EMERGING THREATS
Denial-of-service

(DoS) Attacks Floods networks, systems, or servers with traffic to exhaust resources and bandwidth

Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) Attacks 

Attackers insert themselves in between a two-party transaction to filter and steal data

SQL Injection Attacks

Attacker inserts malicious code into Structured Query Language [SQL] servers and forces them to reveal sensitive 
information

Malware Attacks

Any unwanted software installed in systems without consent

Phishing Attacks 

Sending fraudulent email communication that appear to originate from a trusted source with the aim of gaining 
personal information or influencing the target to do something
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Greatest Cybersecurity challenges 
for the Aviation Industry

• Compliance testing must ensure all the system components, both independently and as 
complete systems, are safe from compromise.

• Critical systems should be tested by external and independent companies that have 
demonstrated expertise in cybersecurity

• Any company working in the aviation industry should raise awareness among their 
employees regarding the importance of cyber threats. It is critical to promote a proactive 
cyber security culture in accordance with recommendations from certified aviation 
authorities.

• Every aviation related company should identify any cybersecurity vulnerabilities and 
implement measures to remediate them.

• Implement stronger cyber security internal policies within the company.
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PROTECTIVE MEASURES

• Be proactive at data protection

• Review authorization entitlements

• Identify threats by correlating real-time alerts with global security intelligence

• Stop incursion by targeted attacks

• Prevent data exfiltration

• Integrate prevention and response strategies into security operations

• Include the cloud, sensors, and mobile devices
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What’s Standing in the Way?
(Obstacles)

• The problem stems from the complexity of the aviation industry. Multiple entry and exit points make 
it difficult to create a watertight defense strategy.  

• Legacy IT issues and fragmentation add to the complexity. Much of the IT infrastructure in use today 
is dated and was not designed to cope with the modern challenges of cybercrime. This lack of security 
by design creates problems as security teams attempt to build layers of cyber security on top of 
systems which were not designed for them.

• Fragmentation within organizations and the wider sector make it difficult to adopt unified 
approaches. Every airport is comprised of a huge number of different departments many of whom 
operate within their own siloes and through their own closed off IT systems. On a wider scale, the 
aviation is global and interconnected, but remains fragmented. Communication between governments 
and different organizations is difficult. Many cyber attacks go unreported. In many cases, firms may 
be worried about the reputational damage publicizing a cyber-attack might do, but by failing to share 
information, aviators are passing up opportunities to gain insights into the threat landscape.
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Conclusion

With increasing numbers of passengers, it’s imperative that smart
technology is the way forward .

Hence, Regulator , stakeholders and manufacture must
communicate, cooperate, And work together to adopt a proactive
approach with regards to evolving technology.
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REMEMBER 
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To protect systems from intruders , We 
must always keep in mind that intruders 

can try time and time again and need to be 
successful once, meanwhile, defenders 

have to constantly defend and fight back 
incoming attacks.



Thank you

Any Questions?
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